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Print pages of “The Days of Creation Display Chart”.

Laminate all pages and pieces for the chart.

Cut out the number boxes, the creation pictures for days 1-7, and the “and it was very good” box.

Review the days of creation by laying out the two chart pages, either next to each other (horizontally) or on top top of 
each other (vertically). Discuss what was created each day by placing the number for each day in the small box and the 
picture showing what was created that day in the larger box. After each day, stress/repeat that “God saw all that He had 

made, and it was very good”.
***Note that velcro dots for all the boxes and pieces would be nice for keeping everything together, or for easy display 

when review is complete. 

***Consider reviewing the days of creation along with the coloring book “The Days of Creation Number Book” found in 
the shop at keepsakecurriculum.com*** 
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And God said,

“Let 
there  
be…”
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Creation Pieces: Laminate and cut all pieces (tape each “Day 1”, “Day 2”, etc. label to 
the back its corresponding picture for easy reference) 

Teach days of creation by laying number labels and pictures in the correct box as you 
discuss each day - also use for review 

***use velcro stickers to attach pieces to the chart boxes***
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